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Shorack [9] gave a more intelligible equivalent form of O’Reilly’s [4] necessary and sufficient 
condition for the weak convergence of the uniform quantile process in weighted sup-norm metrics, 
and he derived the sufficiency part of O’Rzilly’s theorem from a strong approximation result of 
M. Csiirgii and P. RCvCsz [l] for the uniform process. Using more general approximation results 
of the latter authors, similar sufficient conditions are obtained here for more general quantile 
processes. 
I ---1 
1. The result 
Let X1, X2, . . . be a sequence of iid rv’s 
x1:,* c l l l s X,*:,, denote the order statistics of 
0th quantile process is 
4,,W = n l/* Q,,(r)-FM, a’)< t < 
where 
with a continuous df F( s ) and let 
the random sample X1****, X,,. The 
1, 
Q,(t) = Xk.n if (k - 1)/n <t c k/n, k = I,. . . v rz. 
uk :II =F(xk:,,), k = 1, . . . , n, behave as c:der statistics from the 
distribution. Let 
U,I (t) = Uk:rt if (k - 1)/n <t 6 k/n, k = 1,. . . , n 
be their quantile function, and introduce also the uniform q rosess 
U,(f) = P( U,(t) - t), 
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For functions h on [0, l] let lihllf = sup{lh(r)): c<: t c d} with II II= II II:. A corollary 
to [ 1, Theorem l] says that if the underlying probability space is rich enough, then 
there exists a sequence {B,(t): 0 G t G 1) of Brownian bridges such that 
Ilu,, -B,)l= a.s.0(n-1’2 log 4. (1) 
Let 4 be a continuous function on [0, l] which is increasing on [0, $1 and symmetric 
about it and define g by 
q(t) = (t log log l/t)1’2g(t). (2) 
From (1) Shorack [9] derives the ‘if’ part of the following result: 
IK un -B,,)/qlI dp 0 iff lim g(t) = 00, 
r-0 
(3) 
which is equivalent o the weak convergence Theorem 1 of [4] (all limit and ‘-’ 
relations and =T..s. 0( l ) statements are understood as n + 00). 
Aiming at a ler;ult like (1) for a more general quantile process, M. CsiirgQ and 
P. Revesz [l] obtained the following. 
Theorem A. Let F be everywhere conti&zuous and twice differentiable on (a, b), where 
--OO s a = sup{x: F(x) = 0}, b = inf{x: F(x) = 1) 2~ 00, and F’ = f > 0 on (a, b). 
Assume tha:l for some y > 0 
sup F(x)(l -F(x))lf’(x)~/f*(x) s y, 
acxcb 
and that 
A = lii f(x) < co, B =!kIf(x)<W 
Also, assume that one of the following conditions holds : 
(i) min(A, B) > 0; 
(ii) if A = 0 (B = 0), then f is nondecreasing (nonincreasing) on an interval to the 
right of a (to the left of b). Then for 
q:(t) =f(F-l(t))q&) 
we have 
II4 if - 41=a.s. Oh), 
where r,, = n -1’2 log log n under (i), and if (ii) holds, then (with E > 0 arbitrary), 
il 
n -*‘2 log log n, if y<l, 
r,= n -‘/*(log log n)*, if y=l; 
n -“2(log log n)‘(log n)“-‘“‘“‘, if y > 1. 
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From cl) and Theorem A it then follows that on the probability space of (1) and 
under the conditions of Theorem A, 
IIsf -&II=..,. O(max(r,, n-1’2 log n)), (4) 
which is [1, Theorem 61. Note here that the result of Theorem A was not considered 
in [l] under the condition (i) (which can occur, of course, only if =--a~ -C a, 6 < OO), 
but it is implicit in that paper as it was also remarked in [2] (cf. also the proof below). 
One would at first think that just as ‘if’ of (3) was derived from (l), one could 
directly derive (3)-type results for 4: from (4). This is the wrong track, and it is 
much better to work with Theorem A than with (4). This is why the former was 
cited in detail. 
Together with g of (2), we introduce also the function 
G(t) = inf{g(s): 0 <s s t} 
as Shorack [9] did, and let the sequence 6, + 0 be defined as 
c 
b, = r2, _-- 6 
log log 1 /rz log log n 
with r,, of Theorem A. Note that under (i) 
b, - n-l log log n, 
while under (ii) 
n -I log log n, if y<l, 
n-‘(log log n)2, if y=l, 
n-‘(log log n)2Y-1(10g n)2’y-1)tl+f ), if y > 1. 
6, - (6) 
Also, 
(b,, log log l/bn)1’2 m r,. 
The result of this note is the following. 
Theorem. If the conditions of Theorem A are satisfied, and if under ii) 
iii; g(t) = CO, 
while under (ii) 
‘,;T g(f) = a2, ifycl, 
(log log n I2 ~ o 
-G(b) ’ 
ify=l, 
(7) 
(8) 
(log log n) 
- 
2YW)(log n)?ycY-l)cl+~~+ o 
66,) 
9 
if y > l 
9 
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then, 
Ilcq: -&!/qll +P 0 
on thtl probability space of statement (1). 
2. Proof 
Set ar = 27 - 1 and a,, = n-‘(log n)“. We ha\,e 
where the second term converges to zero in probability iff (8) holds, which is 
Shorack’s result (3). The monotonicity of 4, Theorem A, and (7) gives 
ll(q Z - tin )/qIlL~‘~ llqn - unll/q(bu) =a.s. O( l/g(bn!) + 0. 
If E < (27 - 2) -I in Theorem A, then b, c a,, for n large. Hence, and the symmetricity 
of q, the theorem will follow from 
llwI/411~” +P 0 (9) 
and 
IlqtJqII~n +P 0. W) 
, 
But (9) is shown by Shorack. (The a he uses in a, is 2, but the argument he presents 
is valid with any cy > 0. The only change is that there appears CY/E’ instead of 2/~* 
at the end of [9, eq. (ll)].) Note that only (8) was used so far, no matter which 
case of the theorem is handled. As to (lo), we consider the two cases separately. 
Under (i) consider a one-term Taylor expansion ([l, 3.73, where two-term 
expansion is used; this argument also proves case (i) of Theorem A) 
4n(r)=n1’2f(F-1(t))[F-1(t+n-1’2u,(t))-F-1(t)l_ k(t) fW(t)) 
q(t) q(t) q(t) f w%l))’ 
where O<t<b,, and It-&,&n -1’21u,(l)l. But by (5) and [l, eq. (3.10)] we ham! 
II II UnA” =a.s. Wn J 
in the present case, whence Ed =a.s. O(b,). Consequently 
ll4n/4ll~” =a.s. o(ll~rJ411~)9 
and hence ~10) follows from (9) under (8) only. 
Assume now condition (ii), and introduce the notation 
u,(t) = 2yn1’2 WC da, 
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where {x} is the smallest integer ax. Then by [l, (3.13) and (3.14)] we have 
114 :lqllf;~l s max(llu,,/qllfi~~, Ilu,Jqll%) as., 
where the first term of this maximum goes to zero in probability under (8) only. 
For the second term, following still [1, eq. (3.14)] Jve obtain 
/ 
fly 
L 1 -- 
1 - y G&,,) 
if y<l, 
i 2 (log log n )* 
G(b,,) ’ 
if y= 1, 
2Y (log log n)*YIY--“(log n)*Y’Y-I)(l+F~ 
9 if y>l, 
< Y-l G(b,,) 
almost surely, in view of (6) and some straightforward computation. This proves 
case (ii), and hence the theorem is completely proved. 
The latter almost sure bound is more than needed. It is interesting that it gives 
the desired result if y < 1 (case (ii)). The author tried ‘in-probability versions’ of 
this reasoning in order to get rid of (at first), or, at least (later), to weaken the 
conditions if y 2 1. There seemed to be not much hope for doing this. 
This experience poses the following question. Given a density function f satisfying 
the conditions of Theorem A, say. What is the necessary and sufficient condition 
on q, probably depending on f, to have qz converging weakly to the Brownian 
bridge in 11 /q[( metric? Strong approximation results do not seem to be able to 
provide a satisfactory answer to this question. 
If the general quantile process qz is weighted by the ‘most natural’ weight 
function q(t) = (t(1 - f))r’* not satisfying O’Reilly’s condition, then one has to 
introduce extra normalizing and centralizing sequences in order to obtain non- 
degenerate limiting distributions for supoctcr qz (Q/q(t) and supoct<l 14: (t)/q(t)l. 
This is done by M. C&go and P. Rev&z [3] under condition (ii). An inspection 
of their proof shows that their result holds true under (i) as well. 
It should be pointed out that recent interest in general quantile processes F.s 
motivated mainly by the pioneering articles of Parzen [5-81 and his further works 
described in [8]. 
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